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Summer nails 2020 blue

We've seen our fair share of shiny nails and shiny patterns. But when it's done well, nail art can look as sophisticated as contemporary. Before that, we burned out 25 of our favorite summer nail-bite ideas so you could bring them straight to your manicurists. Get ready for a screenshot. April 21, 2016 Keywordsnail
ideasnail trendsnail art Photograph: Courtesy Tom Ford, Yves Saint Laurent, Essie, Sally Hansen, Dior, Jenna Hipp, NCLA, Deborah Lippmann, Chanel, Essie, Marc Jacobs, Maybelline, David Cook, Courtesy of Formula X, Tom Ford, Lancôme, OPI, Sally Hansen, David Cook, Courtesy of Formula X, RGB, Chanel, Dior,
Jinsoon, M.A.C., Sonia Kashuk, Orly, Nails, Inc., Sally Hansen, Essie, Smith & Cult With all the bright, looking forward shades of varnish this summer, we treat nails as minijaturnal mood boards. Vivid orange, saturated blue and tropical turquoise lift our spirits just like manicures. Best part: Every time I look down, I think
summer is coming, says manicure Julie Kandalec. You see that? You have 10 reasons to be in a good mood and are within your grasp. May 17, 2016A the light-yellow manicure is as crisp and pure as the fruit that inspires it – if it's made properly. Choose a vivid print for medium to dark skin tone or sleek pastel for fair
skin. Sally Hansen Miracle Gel nail polish at Gigabryte, $7.19 (target.com). Smith & Cult nail polish at Bee Side, $18 (neimanmarcus.com). NCLA nail polish in tennis Anyone, $16 (shopncla.com). Brilliant blue is almost neutral – it works so well with all the colourful dresses. OPI Nail Polish in my friend Joey, $7.49
(beautyplussalon.com). Formula X Full Power Rich Nail Color in Game Changer, $12.50 (sephora.com). Chinese Glaze Nail Polish in Come Rain or Shine, $8.90 (amazon.com). We decided it was time to plan our colors properly. And while we usually opt for shades of pink coming summer (Smith & Cult's Pillow Pie ($18)
is a favourite), we can't help but look over powdery blue shades and fresh metallic shades. We found it hard to narrow down the best new polishes (there are only so many), we reached out to nail experts for their summer nail paint recommendations. For a pedia-snooling manicure, may we suggest deborah Lippmann's
metal seed? Is your style more minimalist? Add a subtle hint of paint to your nails via Jinsoon's sheer gloss polish. Or do you want a sunny shade that suits the weather? If so, Côte's array of heavenly-blue polishes will do just a trick. No matter what your style is, it's the perfect summer shade for you. Next, check out the
best nail polish colors for this season. The founders of Côte, Mary Lennon and Leah Yari, predict that blue varnish will be all the rage for But what blue color should we paint our fingers and fingers? According to Lennon and Yari, we should opt for a polish-like clear sky and a clear must, aka a pudery-blue shade such as
Côte's NO.71 ($18). Emerald nails, inspired by tropical holidays, will inspire the right amount of enthu vein and nostalgia. For an owner of such a daring look, try MiniLuxe's Lucky ($20) deep green nail polish. Moisturizes and softens your cuticles with Pacifica coconut rehabilitation nutritious oil for suing ($12). Pull out
your solid base color and stick to your coat. The glittering orange-gold with confetti flecks is playful in sunlight. Try Pacifica's Crystal Gloss 7 Free Top Coat and Gold Lamé ($10) for a quick drying and glossy finish. I like the look without makeup for summer, and that's also true of nails. My Sheer Gloss Collection was
inspired by the look of clear lip gloss on the lips. I think this is a very understated, chic nail look this summer, barely a nail look there, says Jin Soon Choi, an editorial manicurist and founder of Jinsoon Nail Polish. And while we're part of Choi's nail polish in dew ($18) varnish (only, a milky shade that smells like roses), if
you want a dash of color, Choi has created a shiny golden varnish called Fog, as well as a Pixie, pale-pink glow, both $18. Manicurist Frances Liang recommends swinging over a neutral-tilted base on a thick glittering polish. Deborah Lippmann's Glitter Nail Color and Happy Birthday ($20) is a party in a bottle. Nail expert
Nia Ho says: 'I think it's a negative space with abstract art to look very artistic on your nails. Black, white and yellow are my favorite color combinations. Stalling a small space on the nails makes a big impact. A neutral base like Essie's, Bare with Me ($9) allows your nail models to stand out. Give the ode to the summer
with an elm nude polish. Essie's Low Tide High Slit ($12) is a peach that speaks volumes. Color coverage will also save you from adding multiple layers. Nails lined with apricot, coral, and creamy, cool greenery is a view of your dreamy Mediterranean trip booked and ready to go. Eleven's Watermelanin Suite ($11) is a
dessert made in heaven for your manicure. Orange has a sporty and collegiate quality that fits well with the athleisure look, says Sally Hansen's global colour ambassador, Madeline Poole. And because the athleisure trend hasn't gone out of style, Poole says we'll see a lot of orange manicures using Sally Hansen's Hard
as Xtreme Nail Wear nail paint in Sunkissed ($3) in our future. To mix it up, pair your neo-nazi print with a powdery blue print for unexpected contrast, Choi adds. Fruit-coated nails are an exciting and welcome step into the season. Watermelon print is a fun vacation of popular dark citrus The gel bottle is August ($19) is a
sweet nod warmer warmer For nail artist Teerah Lopez is one of the perfect trends for summer neon nails. They're so bright, I want to talk more with my hands. It brings confidence! Neon colors pop without needing an assisting color to design, expresses Lopez. Bright nail color color such as MiniLuxe Dancing in the Dark
($20) is sure to stop traffic and work as a fun start to the conversation. French tips in different colors and different shapes that go along not only the tips, but after each corner of the nail allow just the right amount of color distribution, explains Ho. Create this look with pastels with cool undertones such as Olive &amp;
June's CS, BP and KMC, (all $8). When mixing and matching mani, I like some complexity and easyness to pull the look together. I strategically formulate advice that leaves the bottom as a negative space, advises Lopez. My go-to dream for summer is the fun key to the lime pie/'70s green, says professional nail
technician, Hang Nguyen. OPI is one of Nguyen's favorite brands and their lime green nail polish in How Does Your Zen Garden Grow ($11) will be on a permanent rotation all summer. Soft, pressed pink is versatile, classic and simply chic. For your daily effortlessness, Dior's 500 Pink Petal ($28) is a must-have. This
Diorlesse strengthens your nails and smooths out small imperfections while giving natural rinse. Creamy nail polish from grapes is exactly what your manicure needs. Animiate your nails with Floss Gloss Lean ($9) nail polish. Electric purple makes a loud statement of itself and combined with fresh graphics. I created this
design, inspired by flower flowers. Using the summer shades of Orosa Beauty, I'm layered in contrasting colors, says nail expert Ada Yeung. Orosa's Desert Rose ($12) sena has a calm purple undertone and a crooked brush guides your hands to ensure accuracy. The warm, golden shade looks perfect on all skin tones
and a honey-like color complements the summery brown. Try China's Golden Mustard Glaze in Mustard Courage ($8). I like minimalist shapes (such as fluid shapes and lines, silhouy of the human body) in terakoti and pastel colors, says Yeung. My favorite nail polish brands are Zoya for its treatments, a smooth formula
without venom and a wide range of shades. Zoya nail polish in Flowie ($10) is a muted earthy tone that gives clay color with a glossy finish. Millennial pink is all rumors these days, so I'm really for pink this summer, says Zoya Creative Director Rebecca Isa. To make millennial pink a fresh new spin, Isa recommends
painting the nails a bright shade of fuchsia. Try Zoya's bold pop of color in Areej ($10). This gray-blue with green undertones gives all the drama and feelings. Essie's moody sea foam in Air Dry ($9) is like a cloudy day on the beach. Yeung is a fan of barely there coats of iridescent varnish. I'd like to be sympathetic to
one to two scares. Makeover Ridge Filling Base Coat ($16). It's just pink with a dash of fine iridescent shimmer, and I finish it with a quick drying of an upper coat like Seche Vite ($10), says Yeung. An iridescent shade can be built, creating an opal sheen for nails. Turtle nail color is not a trend to be silenced away from.
For a traditional look, the first layer is usually turmeric-like color. Then you are able to build on this with brown and oranges. J.Hannah's smoke yellow with the name Fauna ($19) mimics the turtle shell perfectly. Dimension Nails is another brand that stands out. This brand has an amazing line of cream varnishes, but at
the same time it's cruelty-free, and almost every collection is centered around animals, says Lopez. Dimension's Calf ($12) sena is a spot-on varnish to use for this playful trend. The white nail-a-tone is a summer clamp for each nail polish collection. White whiteness works for every skin type, regardless of the undertone.
Season the white base with eye-catching graphics using professional favorite, Cirque Colors and Evergreen ($16). Dark nail polish in summer may seem taboo, but a lovely brown will always provide its place as a modern-day seed. Olive & June named their silk chocolate, CN ($8) after sprinkles cupcakes founder,
Candace Nelson. A sweet touch caters to any longing for a new look. Summer trends always seem to have bright matching colors in combination with each other. I believe that the trend of mixed matching random art will also be a constant trend among themselves, says Nguyen. A successful manicure doesn't have a
uniform on every nail. Nguyen suggests using Nails Inc's Social Detox ($11) to create a color story with swatches that you like to mix together. The nail color, inspired by jewels, brings high elegance to your manicure. The king's blue nail polish stands out during day and summer nights. Duri's Fire Sapphire ($8) delivers a
color payout with metal shimmer and the price of a drugstore. Embrace the 60s with nostalgic lavers nail polish. Opi's mod purple in Do You Like It ($13) is a blue-designed edicle that provides a gel-like finish that you can create from home. My favourite nail trend for summer is the classic French tip, which is overinflated
with cute designs such as cherries, says Yeung. Emilie Heathe's The Perfect Red ($28) is a stunning red cher for all manicure lovers. A Japanese custom bottle is able to magnetize, so you can travel or organize your favorite colors with ease. Sunny western shades are timeless and always in style. Whether it's a strong
red or a bright yellow color, the colors are among the shades of a palette of summer must-haves. Byron Bay's Sunflower ($25) is a retro yellow that even invites neutral nail enthusiasts. Enthusiasts.
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